The World’s Finest
Garden Rooms™
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Explore your
outer space

Browse our brochure at your leisure, or click on an area of interest below.

All images in this brochure are indicative of design features at time of photography. Crown Pavilions product designs may vary due to ongoing design enhancements.
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Welcome

Why Crown

Maybe you need extra living space but you don’t want the upheaval of building
an extension or of moving home. Or perhaps you dream of a peaceful bolt-hole
where you can be yourself, away from the hectic demands of family life.

Crown garden buildings are fully insulated, double-glazed and heated, just like
a bricks-and-mortar extension, with features like security alarms, plumbing,
electricity and multi-media. Yet unlike a brick extension, there’s minimal
upheaval. Erection is relatively straightforward and planning permission isn’t
normally required.

Your garden is a wonderful space in summer. But imagine if you could enjoy it
all year round, even in winter, with a beautiful garden building – a magnificent
structure that can be used as a home office, gym, cinema, pool room or a
sumptuous entertainment space complete with plush sofas, a bar and all the
other luxuries that make life such a pleasure.

When you commission a garden room from Crown, you will be taking on
ownership of a timber structure that’s been hand-built, in England, to
permanent building standards and which over-delivers on quality and
workmanship both inside and out.

At Crown Pavilions, we create the world’s finest garden rooms – beautiful
contemporary structures that can be whatever you want them to be, located in
the heart of your garden, with all the benefits of a permanent structure yet with
none of the drawbacks.

Guaranteed up to 20 Years
For your complete peace of
mind, Crown garden rooms
are fully guaranteed against
timber decay or compromise
of structural integrity.

Extras As Standard

Unlike competitor products,
there’s no extra charge for
features like bi-fold doors, brushed
stainless steel electrical fittings
and thermowood cladding.
Most of our products also include
UV stains or opaque paint.

When it comes to creating the world’s finest garden rooms, Crown Pavilions is
the undisputed market leader. The Crown Marque of Excellence also ensures
that your new garden room will remain the admired focal point of your garden
for many years to come, a fabulous space that will impress your guests as you
welcome them into your new ‘bigger’ home.

Marque of Excellence

Delivery & Installation*

Crown garden rooms are
acknowledged across the
globe as the world’s finest
outdoor living spaces,
hand-built in Oxfordshire by
award-winning craftsmen.

Installation is included in
the price*. Delivery is free
within 100 miles of our
Oxfordshire workshops.

Site Survey

Planning Permission

An initial survey to check site
suitability is required for all
garden rooms. This will
determine whether ground
screws or traditional concrete
is most suitable for your site.

Planning permission is not
normally required as our
buildings are designed to fall
within permitted development.
Your new garden room will be
erected “in situ”, usually taking
between seven - 21 days.

*There will be a small additional charge for delivery further than 100 miles and to Scotland, Ireland and the Channel Islands.
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Plumbing & Electricity
Groundworks, plumbing,
electricity, water and waste
can all be quoted for and
taken care of for a seamless
project from start to finish.

Year Round Use

Built to exacting TRADA
quality standards, our
garden rooms allow you to
enjoy your garden whatever
the weather or time of year.

The world’s
finest craftsmen

As a Crown customer, you insist on the very best
– a degree of perfection that exceeds industry
standards throughout. From the drawing board
through to meticulous hand-construction and
finishing, nothing escapes the scrupulous eye
of a Crown craftsman. This is why, when you
commission a garden room from us, you are
commissioning the very best there is, a product
worthy of our unique signature: the Crown Marque
of Excellence.

Our craftsmen recognise that your new garden
room will be the focus of your garden for many
years to come and, as such, are committed to
exceeding your expectations. No stone is left
unturned, no corners are ever cut. Handrails are
broader and stronger. Timber is virtually knot-free
as well as being reassuringly sturdy. And of course
the internal finish along with fixtures and fittings
are superior to anything else on the market.
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With a Crown garden room, it’s not simply about
what the naked eye can see such as the premium
FSC or PEFC certified timber and superior roofing
materials; it’s about the myriad of detailing that
lies beneath like the fact that posts are laminated
6-12 times to minimise warping, twisting or
cracking. And the special rubber pads used to
avoid any timber coming into contact with the
ground to reduce the risk of rot.

Our attention to detail and a love
of our craft is what sets us apart

TRADA STANDARDS
Uniquely in our marketplace, your Crown garden
room is constructed to TRADA guidelines
meaning that everything is compliant and correct from the timber sizing, insulation and joist spacing
through to ventilation, fixtures and fittings.
PREMIER GRADE TIMBER
We insist on using premium grade solid
hardwood, sourced responsibly from
FSC or PEFC certified suppliers.

OUTSTANDING DURABILITY
You demand longevity from your investment
which is why everything works together
to offer outstanding durability, from the
several layers of protective lacquer or paint
on the exterior through to the bracing
timbers that hold the building together.
We even use one whole sheet of EPDM so
there are no joins in your roofing material,
practically eliminating any risk of leakage.
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Every detail of your Crown garden room is
meticulously engineered to the highest levels
of craftmanship.
Fixings are cleverly hidden away and even pin
holes are waxed-filled and sanded to provide
the perfect finish.

The Marque of Excellence

Everything about your new Crown garden room over-delivers on excellence and attention to detail. We’ve already described some of
the many features that make our products unique; here are a few of the other key reasons why Crown Pavilions are recognised
as the world’s finest garden rooms.
1. All garden rooms are built by the same expert craftsmen,

so no matter what structure you choose you can always be
100% confident you are getting the finest build possible.

We also use premium 90mm insulation for walls, floor
and ceiling along with breathable membrane, batons for
ventilation plus your choice of internal and external finishes.

2. Our designers are all TRADA certified and, because

9. We offer a choice of two roofing options: hipped cedar tiled

3. All our buildings have been developed with a structural

10. All buildings are wired with lights, sockets and

our buildings are designed and governed by the same
body that designs residential grade houses, you can
be confident that with a Crown garden room you are
getting so much more than just a garden building.
engineer to ensure that your building will not only
last at least 20 years but will perform admirably and
provide you with all the comforts you require.

4. The quality of our garden rooms is considered to be so high
that they are often considered as extensions to a property
thus having the potential to add value to your home.

5. All of our materials are sourced from the very best suppliers,

carefully selected to ensure they meet our stringent
standards. In many cases we also offer a selection of finishes
and accessories that won’t affect the building guarantee.

6. All doors are made from aluminium or hardwood and

engineered to ensure longevity. We also offer a selection
of door finishes to personalise the building to your taste.

7. Windows and doors are double-glazed and argon gas
filled, delivering premium insulation properties and
making the buildings suitable for all year round use.

8. As with residential grade houses, walls are 190mm thick

roof or pent EPDM rubber. The rubber is supplied in a single
piece resulting in zero joins, leakage or failure over time.
The hipped tiled roof carries a 30 year guarantee and is
constructed in the same way as a residential house roof.
switches depending on your choice of fittings and
all wires are terminated in an outdoor fuse box.

11. All of our garden rooms have been designed with permitted

development in mind so in most cases planning is not an issue.

12. Heating options are available by request from a simple
electric wall panel heater that is sufficient for most
buildings to a complete A/C Climate control system.

13. A choice of internal finishes from the popular plasterboard
to cedar cladding and premium slate feature walls.

14. All of our flooring is residential grade engineered oak

or a premium laminate finish giving a floor that will
withstand heavy footfall and offer many years of usage.

15. The Crown Marque of Excellence doesn’t stop once your

beautiful new garden room has been installed. We go
out of our way to offer a thorough after-sales service to
ensure that you are delighted with your new acquisition.

constructed with traditional studwork and OSB boarding for
increased strength and rigidity.
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Inspired by Crown

“

Crown Pavilions has proved an ideal fit for Goodwood.
Their team's passion for crafting a superior product is
the perfect match for Goodwood. Meticulous attention to
detail is essential when we're creating the experiences we're
known for and we can rely on Crown Pavilions to work to
the highest standards.
The Hampton Pavilion was the obvious choice when we
needed a solution for hosting guests, the well-considered
design sits well in the beautiful natural surroundings
of the estate. Everything about the Hampton Pavilion
reflects considered craftsmanship and we are very pleased
that Crown Pavilions have become part of our sporting
experiences at Goodwood!
Lord March
Founder of the Goodwood Festival
of Speed and the Goodwood Revival
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“

I love the Crown Pavilion; we have just had our second
installation in Darlington. The first one was at our Hastings
hotel four years ago and it has weathered beautifully.
They both look fantastic. The team were amicable,
efficient, they turned up on time, got the job
done, just a great company to deal with. I would
certainly recommend Crown Pavilions.
Duncan Bannatyne OBE
Entrepreneur, investor, television presenter

“

I have been considering a garden room for several
years now. An additional room I could use for work and
recreation. There are so many companies in the market
that we really wanted to take our time in finding the
best company in the UK manufacturing garden rooms.
In my opinion Crown Pavilions was simply the stand
out company which stood head and shoulders above
anyone else. Now the garden room is complete, I can
say that we are thrilled with the quality of the building,
the service throughout was outstanding and I would
not hesitate to recommend Crown Pavilions to anyone
considering a garden room. In my opinion they are the
UK's market leaders by a long way. Great company!
Nicky Clarke OBE
Celebrity hairdresser and entrepreneur

“

We are extremely delighted to have our Hampton Pavilion.
It’s set right in the heart of our Champneys Tring site, set in
200 acres of landscaped gardens, with over 100 bedrooms
overlooking this beautiful pavilion.
We believe this is a fantastic outdoor space for our guests
to chill out in. I don’t think we actually believed until
we actually saw it erected in our grounds how idyllic it
would be. When you actually see it and the quality of the
workmanship and just the ambiance it creates when you
enter the pavilion, it’s just wonderful!
Stephen Purdew
Champneys Owner

“

We had heard that Crown Pavilions were the best in the biz
for building the perfect garden accessory. They turned up
with minimum fuss and we barely even knew that they were
there! From start to finish, they offered an amazing service
and were extremely professional. Highly recommend!
Frankie & Wayne Bridge
Frankie – Singer, Songwriter and Actress
Wayne – Former England Footballer

“

When I first saw this pavilion I thought it was just ace.
It was the best we had seen, it was exciting. In fact just
sitting in the pavilion now, I’m excited. Even though this is
a building outside in your garden it’s still very luxurious,
but yet multi-functional. Particularly for us, eating is such
an important part of our holiday itself and to have this
lovely round table and its curves matching the curves on
the pavilion is just perfect. I can see us using it all year
round, even for Christmas dinner.
Gloria Hunniford
TV and Radio presenter
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The Crown

Sandringham Collection
Sizes from 2.5m x 2.5m – 10m x 5m
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Bringing your home
and garden together

• Brushed stainless steel lighting (recessed dimmable
spotlights) and high grade flush mounted sockets
(pre-wired) (exact number of spotlights and sockets
is dependent on the size of the building)

The classic timber-clad garden room, the Crown
Sandringham is one of Crown Pavilions’ most popular
designs. The Sandringham is one of those aesthetically
adaptable designs that is completely flexible, satisfying
any taste and looking stunning in any space whether a
contemporary garden or an 18th century walled garden.

What's included as standard?

• Walls are 190mm thick (to comply with TRADA guidelines).
• Fully insulated using 90mm Celotex and thermally
efficient Rockwool slabs for all year warmth and comfort
• 20-year guarantee on the structural integrity and
against timber decay to ensure longevity*
• All our designers are TRADA (Timber Research and
Development Association) trained and we build to TRADA
guidelines meaning that all of our buildings have correct
insulation and correct joist spacing, fixtures and fittings*
• External: durable Thermowood cladding
included (or Cedar upgrade option)

• Aluminium or hardwood doors (factory finish spray painted)
• Integrated Venetian blinds
• Delivery and installation (mainland UK)
Electrics
•

Brushed stainless steel dimmer switch.

•

Recessed dimmable spotlights set up accordingly to internal
ceiling m2 (with spacing 1m to 1.3m) for optimal lighting
Consumer unit (All wiring ready for final connection,
excluding price to connect to main supply). Building m2:
6m2 to 12m2 ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 Double sockets
12m2 + to 20m2 ������������������������������������������������������ 4 Double sockets
20m2 + to 30m2 ����������������������������������������������������� 5 Double sockets

Doors
One set of colour coated aluminium or hardwood doors.
(Positioned on the front of the building, and built based
on width size):

• External cladding colour options. Choose from UV
resistant wood protector in Natural Oak or Rich Walnut*
• Alternative paint options include Forest Green,
French Blue, Olive, Green, Midnight Black, Dove
White or French Grey (please add 15% to base
building size price – see ‘pricing guide’)
• Internal: painted Dulux White Matt
plasterboard walls and ceiling
• Pent (Lean-To) EPDM roof
• Premium grade engineered hardwood oak flooring
unique to Crown Pavilions

*
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Building width

French Doors
in 1m widths

x3 Bi-folds

x4 Bi-folds

x5 Bi-folds

2.5m – 3.5m

✓

✗

✗

✗

4m – 4.5m

✓

or

✓

✗

✗

5m – 5.5m

✓

or

✓

or

✓

✗

6m – 10m

x2 sets

or

x2 sets

or

✓

or

✓

CROWN SANDRINGHAM 6m x 4m (shown in cedar cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Sandringham takes its inspiration from our bespoke garden rooms. Modular sizes range from 2.5m x 2.5m all the way up to 10m x 5m so there are
numerous sizes to choose from to fit your available space. All designs within this range include upgraded features as standard with additional options available
on request.
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The dimensions 6m x 4m
Pent Roof Pent Roof
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Assuming Ground
Assuming Ground
level is Even level is Even

x5 Bi-Fold Doors
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5000
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4000
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FrontFront
ViewView
Front Elevation
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6000

Paint white
plasterboard
ceiling and walls

4000

x12 Spotlights

Engineered Oak
Flooring

Dimmer
Switch

EDGE OF THE ROOF

Double
Socket

250

5000

x5 Bi-Fold Doors
(Integrated Blinds)

Plan View

CROWN SANDRINGHAM 4.5m x 3m (shown in cedar cladding)
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x2 Up-down
lights

BESPOKE CROWN SANDRINGHAM 7.3m x 6m (shown in cedar cladding)

The Crown Sandringham takes its inspiration from our bespoke garden rooms. Modular sizes range from 2.5m x 2.5m all the way up to 10m x 5m so there are
numerous sizes to choose from to fit your available space. All designs within this range include upgraded features as standard with additional options available
on request.
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The dimensions 7.3m x 6m
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Surface Mounted
Double Socket
for A/V equipment
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3952
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CROWN SANDRINGHAM 10m x 4.5m (shown in cedar cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Sandringham takes its inspiration from our bespoke garden rooms. Modular sizes range from 2.5m x 2.5m all the way up to 10m x 5m so there are
numerous sizes to choose from to fit your available space. All designs within this range include upgraded features as standard with additional options available
on request.
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The dimensions 10m x 4.5m (Bespoke Sandringham)
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Front View
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Side View
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Plan View

BESPOKE CROWN SANDRINGHAM 5m x 5.5m (shown in cedar cladding)
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x2 Up-down
lights

Crown Sandringham Collection Sizing & Price Options

DEPTH (M)

WIDTH (M)
2.5

3

2.5

£10,580

£12,470

£14,360 £16,250

3

£12,470

£14,730

£17,010

3.5

£14,360

£17,010

£19,660 £22,310 £24,960

4

£16,250

£19,280 £22,310 £25,340 £28,370 £31,400 £34,420 £37,460 £40,480 £43,520 £46,550 £49,570 £52,610 £55,630 £58,670 £61,690

4.5

£18,140

£21,550 £24,960 £28,370 £31,770

5

3.5

£20,040 £23,830 £27,610

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

£18,140 £20,040 £21,930 £23,830 £25,720

7
£27,610

£19,280 £21,550 £23,830 £26,100 £28,370 £30,640 £32,920
£27,610

7.5

8

8.5

9

£29,510 £31,400 £33,290 £35,180

9.5

10

£37,070 £38,980

£35,180 £37,460 £39,730 £42,000 £44,270 £46,550

£30,270 £32,920 £35,570 £38,220 £40,870 £43,520 £46,170 £48,820 £51,470

£54,120

£35,180 £38,590 £42,000 £45,410 £48,820 £52,220 £55,630 £59,040 £62,450 £65,860 £69,270

£31,400 £35,180 £38,980 £42,760 £46,550 £50,330 £54,120
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£57,910

£61,690 £65,480 £69,270 £73,060 £76,840

The Crown

Clarence Collection
Sizes from 2.5m x 2.5m – 10m x 5m
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A new vernacular
for your garden

• Pent (Lean-To) EPDM roof
• Premium grade engineered hardwood oak flooring

The Crown Clarence range is designed with a more architectural
and contemporary focus. Since its official launch at the RHS
Chelsea Flower show it has been incredibly popular with those
looking for a garden room that breaks the mould. The Clarence
offers a striking design and an optional range of cladding
materials that can be designed to work with existing materials
in your house or garden.

What's included as standard?

• External feature walls (choose from natural black slate,
rendered finish, brick cladding or natural stone tiles)*
• Walls are 190mm thick (to comply with TRADA guidelines).
• Fully insulated using 90mm Celotex and thermally
efficient Rockwool slabs for all year warmth and comfort
• 20-year guarantee on the structural integrity and
against timber decay to ensure longevity*
• All our designers are TRADA (Timber Research and
Development Association) trained and we build to TRADA
guidelines meaning that all of our buildings have correct
insulation and correct joist spacing, fixtures and fittings*
• External: durable Thermowood cladding
included (or Cedar upgrade option)
• External cladding colour options. Choose from UV resistant
wood protection in Natural Oak or Rich Walnut stain*
• Alternative paint options include Forest Green,
French Blue, Olive, Green, Midnight Black, Dove
White or French Grey (please add 15% to base
building size price – see ‘pricing guide’)
• Internal: painted Dulux White Matt
plasterboard walls and ceiling
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• Brushed stainless steel lighting (recessed dimmable
spotlights) and high grade flush mounted sockets
(pre-wired) (exact number of spotlights and sockets
is dependent on the size of the building)
• Aluminium or hardwood doors (factory finish spray painted)
• Integrated Venetian blinds
• Delivery and installation (mainland UK)
unique to Crown Pavilions

*

Electrics
•

Brushed stainless steel dimmer switch.

•

Recessed dimmable spotlights set up accordingly to internal
ceiling m2 (with spacing 1m to 1.3m) for optimal lighting
Consumer unit (All wiring ready for final connection,
excluding price to connect to main supply). Building m2:
6m2 to 12m2 ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 Double sockets
12m2 + to 20m2 ������������������������������������������������������ 4 Double sockets
20m2 + to 30m2 ����������������������������������������������������� 5 Double sockets

Doors
One set of colour coated aluminium or hardwood doors.
(Positioned on the front of the building, and built based
on width size):

Building width

French Doors
in 1m widths

x3 Bi-folds

x4 Bi-folds

x5 Bi-folds

3m – 3m

✓

✗

✗

✗

4m – 4.5m

✓

or

✓

✗

✗

5m – 5.5m

✓

or

✓

or

✓

✗

6m – 10m

x2 sets

or

x2 sets

or

✓

or

✓

CROWN CLARENCE 3m x 3m (shown in cedar cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Clarence is available in four additional external finishes, all of which
are included in the price.

The Clarence also includes an option to upgrade the roof from a pent EPDM roof
to a hipped cedar tiled roof. There are also further options such as underfloor
electric heating, wall-mounted slim-line electric panel heaters or air conditioning,
perfect for if you are using your garden building as a gym. External lighting and
additional sockets (beyond what is included in the package) can also be purchased
at a set price.

We offer a choice of render, black slate, brick clad or natural stone tiles as the
feature walls to compliment the timber cladding (which is available in cedar or
thermowood). Although these additional features carry a small additional charge
we believe that the final finish is well worth the cost.
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The Crown Clarence is available in four additional external finishes, all of which
are included in the price.

Tailored finance packages available

The Clarence also includes an option to upgrade the roof from a pent EPDM roof
to a hipped cedar tiled roof. There are also further options such as underfloor
electric heating, wall-mounted slim-line electric panel heaters or air conditioning,
perfect for if you are using your garden building as a gym. External lighting and
additional sockets (beyond what is included in the package) can also be purchased
at a set price.

We offer a choice of render, black slate, brick clad or natural stone tiles as the
feature walls to compliment the timber cladding (which is available in cedar or
thermowood).
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Black Slate

10.10.17

CROWN CLARENCE 10m x 5m (shown in cedar cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Clarence is available in four additional external finishes, all of which
are included in the price.

The Clarence also includes an option to upgrade the roof from a pent EPDM roof
to a hipped cedar tiled roof. There are also further options such as underfloor
electric heating, wall-mounted slim-line electric panel heaters or air conditioning,
perfect for if you are using your garden building as a gym. External lighting and
additional sockets (beyond what is included in the package) can also be purchased
at a set price.

We offer a choice of render, black slate, brick clad or natural stone tiles as the
feature walls to compliment the timber cladding (which is available in cedar or
thermowood).
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Crown Clarence Collection Sizing & Price Options
WIDTH (M)

DEPTH (M)

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

2.5

£11,210

£13,240 £15,250

£17,270

3

£13,240

£15,660 £18,090

£20,510 £22,940 £25,360 £27,790 £30,210 £32,640 £35,060 £37,490

3.5
4
4.5
5

8

8.5

9

£19,300 £21,320 £23,340 £25,360 £27,380 £29,410 £31,420 £33,440 £35,470 £37,490
£39,910 £42,340 £44,760

9.5

10

£39,510

£41,530

£47,190

£49,610

£15,250 £18,090 £20,920 £23,740 £26,570 £29,410 £32,230 £35,060 £37,890 £40,730 £43,550 £46,380 £49,210 £52,050 £54,870 £57,700
£17,270

£20,510 £23,740 £26,980 £30,210 £33,440 £36,680 £39,910

£19,300 £22,940 £26,570 £30,210 £33,850 £37,490

£41,120

£43,150 £46,380 £49,610 £52,850 £56,080 £59,320 £62,550 £65,780

£44,760 £48,400 £52,050 £55,680 £59,320 £62,960 £66,600 £70,230 £73,870

£21,320 £25,360 £29,410 £33,440 £37,490 £41,530 £45,580 £49,610 £53,660 £57,700
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£61,750

£65,780 £69,830 £73,870 £77,920

£81,950

The Crown

Buckingham Collection
Sizes from 5.5m x 3m – 10m x 4m
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Outdoor living
with panache

• Brushed stainless steel lighting (recessed dimmable
spotlights) and high grade flush mounted sockets
(pre-wired) (exact number of spotlights and sockets is
dependent on the size of the building)

If you can’t decide between the Crown Sandringham
and Crown Clarence, or perhaps one of our gazebo
designs, then the Crown Buckingham could be the perfect
solution. Taking elements from all of these styles, the
Buckingham offers a practical, multi-functional garden
room retreat with the bonus of having an outdoor covered
area for dining, BBQs, a hot tub or simply relaxing.

• Aluminium and hardwood doors
(factory finish spray painted)

What's included as standard?

• Brush stainless steel lighting

• Walls are 190mm thick (to comply with TRADA guidelines).
• Fully insulated using 90mm Celotex and thermally efficient
Rockwood slabs for all year warmth and comfort
• 20-year guarantee on the structural integrity and against
timber decay to ensure longevity*
• All our designers are TRADA (Timber Research and
Development Association) trained and we build to TRADA
guidelines, meaning that all of our buildings have correct
insulation and correct joist spacing, fixtures and fittings*
• External: Durable Thermowood® cladding included
(or Cedar upgrade option)

• External cladding colour options. Choose from UV
resistent wood protector in Natural Oak or Rich Walnut*
• Alternative paint options include Forest Green, French
Blue, Olive Green, Midnight Black, Dove White or French
Grey (please add 15% to base building size price –
see ‘pricing guide’)

• Integrated Venetian blinds
• Gazebo Section
• European redwood
• Composite grey decking
• Delivery and installation (mainland UK)
Electrics
•

Brushed stainless steel dimmer switch.

•

Recessed dimmable spotlights set up accordingly to internal
ceiling m2 (with spacing 1m to 1.3m) for optimal lighting
Consumer unit (All wiring ready for final connection,
excluding price to connect to main supply). Building m2:
6m2 to 12m2 ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 Double sockets
12m2 + to 20m2 ������������������������������������������������������ 4 Double sockets
20m2 + to 30m2 ����������������������������������������������������� 5 Double sockets

Doors
One set of colour coated aluminium or hardwood doors.
(Positioned on the front of the building, and built based
on width size):

Building width

French Doors
in 1m widths

x3 Bi-folds

x4 Bi-folds

x5 Bi-folds

3m – 3m

✓

✗

✗

✗

4m – 4.5m

✓

or

✓

✗

✗

• Pent (Lean-To) EPDM roof

5m – 5.5m

✓

or

✓

or

✓

✗

• Premium grade engineered hardwood oak flooring

6m – 10m

x2 sets

or

x2 sets

or

✓

• Internal: painted Dulux White Matt plasterboard walls
and ceiling

unique to Crown Pavilions

*
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or

✓

CROWN BUCKINGHAM 6m x 3m (shown in ThermoWood® cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Buckingham takes its inspiration from both Crown Sandringham and Crown Clarence. Sizes range from 5.5m x 3m all the way up to 10m x 4m so
there are numerous options to choose from to fit your available space. All designs within this range include upgraded features as standard with additional options
available on request.
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CROWN BUCKINGHAM 6m x 3m (shown in cedar cladding)

Roof Plan
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Plan View
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External
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THERMOWOOD
T&G Cladding
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Door

Redwood
Handrail
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Pent Roof (EPDM rubber)
250
200

Redwood
Post
Composite
Decking

CROWN BUCKINGHAM 7m x 4m (shown in cedar cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Buckingham takes its inspiration from both Crown Sandringham and Crown Clarence. Sizes range from 5.5m x 3m all the way up to 10m x 4m so
there are numerous options to choose from to fit your available space. All designs within this range include upgraded features as standard with additional options
available on request.
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CROWN BUCKINGHAM (shown in Redwood)
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The dimensions 7m x 4m

CROWN BUCKINGHAM 9m x 5m (shown in cedar cladding)

Tailored finance packages available

The Crown Buckingham takes its inspiration from both Crown Sandringham and Crown Clarence. Sizes range from 5.5m x 3m all the way up to 10m x 4m so
there are numerous options to choose from to fit your available space. All designs within this range include upgraded features as standard with additional options
available on request.
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CROWN BUCKINGHAM 9m x 5m (shown in ThermoWood® cladding)
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250

6000

250

Crown Buckingham Collection Sizing & Price Options

DEPTH (M)

WIDTH (M)
5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

3

£23,800

£25,850

£27,920

£29,980

£32,050

£34,100

£36,170

£38,230

£40,300

£42,350

3.5

£27,570

£29,980

£32,390

£34,800

£37,200

£39,600

£42,010

£44,420

£46,820

£49,230

4

£31,350

£34,100

£36,850

£39,600

£42,350

£45,100

£47,850

£50,600

£53,350

£56,100

4.5

£35,140

£38,230

£41,320

£44,420

£47,510

£50,600

£53,700

£56,800

£59,890

£62,980

5

£38,920

£42,350

£45,800

£49,230

£52,670

£56,100

£59,550

£62,980

£66,420

£69,850

5.5

£42,700

£46,480

£50,260

£54,050

£57,820

£61,600

£65,390

£69,170

£72,950

£76,730
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Key Features

Structurally
superior

Doors, windows
and roof
To ensure many years of use, doors and windows are made from premiumgrade aluminium or hardwood and, for a perfect finish, are spray-painted in
our Oxfordshire workshop.*

Walls are 190mm thick (to comply with TRADA guidelines).
Fully insulated using Celotex and thermally efficient Rockwool slabs for all
year warmth and comfort.

High specification double glazing is made from Planitherm 4S known to
offer high levels of insulation which can help regulate the temperature
regardless of the weather outside.*

20-year guarantee on the structural integrity and against timber decay to
ensure longevity.*
All our designers are TRADA (Timber Research and Development
Association) trained and we build to TRADA guidelines meaning that all of
our buildings have correct insulation and correct joist spacing, fixtures and
fittings.*

Unique to these three designs, the highest quality Italian internal blinds
integrated within sealed double glazed units are included as standard.*
An EPDM pent roof ensures both insulation and durability along with a
20-year warranty. The rubberised nature of the roofing material means it
will also endure far more structural stresses and temperature extremes
than conventional asphalt roofing.

We are the only company to insist on using the correct breathable
membranes, correct air gap spacing and correct timber sizing.*

Features unique to Crown Pavilions

*
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Electrics
and plumbing

Ground works and
mains connections

All our garden rooms come with high quality brushed stainless steel
switches, sockets and dimmers as standard, unlike competitors that may
charge extra for these upgrades. In addition, all lighting and sockets are
included within each garden room and are all prewired and ready for final
connections.*

Ground preparations for your garden room can be carried out by Crown
Pavilions (please see optional upgrades). The Crown team can also carry
out all other associated ground works (for instance, running an armoured
cable, water and even the waste pipe from the mains to the garden room)
on request.

Electric heating and air conditioning options are also available on request
(please see optional upgrades). TV points, customised AV, integrated sound
systems and network connections can all be specified and quoted for on
request.

Garden rooms are constructed on site as single, solid units, resulting in a
far stronger build designed to stand the test of time. Installation is carried
out by our own in-house team of builders, certified electricians and
plumbers, all of whom have been working with Crown Pavilions for many
years.

Kitchenettes, bathrooms, saunas and steam rooms are all available on
request and can be quoted for separately should you require any of these
items within your garden room.

Features unique to Crown Pavilions

*

As a result you can rest assured that the entire process – from initial order
through to build, completion and installation - will be seamless from start
to finish, reflecting the Crown commitment to excellence that has earned
us the reputation for leading the world in garden room design.
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Tailor your garden room
with optional upgrades
Electrics (optional)

Choose your finish

• 1m track including 3 x spotlights with 5w LED
GU10 bulbs (white) ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������£335 inc vat

External cladding colour options include UV resistant Natural Oak
or Rich Walnut stain. Alternatively paint options include Forest
Green, French Blue, Olive Green, Midnight Black, Dove White or
French Grey (please add 15% to price of your building)

• 45w recessed ceiling panel light (LED) 600mm x 600mm ����������������£430 inc vat
• Wall mounted single adjustable spotlight with LED
GU10 bulb �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £150 inc vat
• Wall mounted up/down LED light with GU10 bulb ����������������������������£160 inc vat
• Double socket (brushed stainless steel – surface mounted) ������������£80 inc vat

Natural
Oak

Walnut
Stain

Midnight
Black

Forest
Green

Dove
White

French
Grey

Olive
Green

French
Blue

• Wall mounted electric panel heater �����������������������������������������������������£250 inc vat

Delivery and Installation

† Please note - Delivery and installation of your garden room is included in
the price within a 100 miles radius of our factory in Oxfordshire (OX49, 5EP).
Any distance over 100 miles is charged at 45p per mile plus hotel costs for two
installers at £75 each per night where applicable. Any congestion, toll road and
parking charges to be covered by the client.

Base for your garden room

We will undertake an initial site survey to establish if ground screws or a
concrete base is most suitable for your particular garden room. The survey
is charged at £280 inc VAT. Ground screws are charged at £220 per m2 of the
building floor area (subject to survey). If a concrete base is the recommended
option this will be quoted specifically for your garden room.
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Additional doors and windows

Heating

A choice of heaters is available from 400w – 2000w.

Additional doors and windows can be added if leaving a 0.5m space from corners
of building on both sides of doors and windows.

Storage space

All windows are double glazed and argon gas filled. Integrated Venetian blinds are
also available.

Add a partition wall to create additional integrated storage space.

Woodfired Pizza Ovens by DeliVita

Electric Fires
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience a world of wood-fired flavours with a DeliVita pizza oven. You can
make a stonebased wood-fired pizza in just 90 seconds. A DeliVita oven is easy
to light and reaches 450-500 degrees C in under 25 mins. Insulated heatproof
handles allow the oven to be positioned anywhere, on anything.

No structural installation
Flat wall fixes no chimney or flue required
Minimal or no assembly
Complete bespoke service – choose your colour and sizes
Realistic LED illumination
1.5kw- 2kw heater

DeliVita Oven���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £1,200
Accessories Pack - pizza peel, brush, prodder, pizza cutter,
dough scraper, axe ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������£280

From������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £2,499

Bespoke Bars

Stand ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������£450

Introduced at The RHS Chelsea Flower Show, our bespoke bar collection creates
a stunning focal point and entertainment space for your garden room.

Delivery �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������£50
Cover is optional ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� £100

Three seater dimensions*: 1822mm length x 800mm width x 1100mm height
Copper and slate����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������£5,400 inc vat
White and grey faux leather��������������������������������������������������������������������£5,400 inc vat
*
Two, four and five seater options also available
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The possibilities are endless with the
Crown Pavilions Bespoke Service
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Your ideas and our expertise
At Crown Pavilions, we bring your dreams and ideas to
life, whatever your vision may be. Perhaps you dream of a
contemporary space where you can relax in the daytime and
entertain in the evenings. Or a private sanctuary complete
with hot-tub and multi-media plus dining facilities, even a
fully-stocked bar?
Maybe you like the idea of being able to use your garden
room for a variety of different purposes: a home office, for
example, a place where the teens can hang out or a further
bedroom when guests come to stay?
Or, for the ultimate luxury sanctuary, you might dream of
a spacious pool room complete with changing facilities, an
outdoor kitchen and cigar lounge, even a state-of-the-art
home cinema?
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Your Bespoke Garden Rooms
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Endless possibilities
This brochure showcases our magnificent Crown collection
of garden rooms, however if you require something even
more exclusive, sophisticated and individual, then you
should consider the Crown Bespoke Garden Room service
where we design your perfect garden room or bespoke
gazebo around you.
With Crown Bespoke the possibilities are endless and,
because all our buildings meet or exceed permanent
building standards, and are designed to be used all year
round, there really is nothing that is beyond our remit.
Just say the word and consider it done.
Tempted? Then please call our helpful client services team
who will arrange for one of our design experts to visit you
in your home to discuss your ideas, timescales and budget.
We look forward to hearing from you. £POA
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Crown – The Gazebo Collection
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Relax in your tranquil space

In addition to our stunning collection of garden rooms, we
also manufacture a range of garden gazebos, all of which are
built to the same superior standards as our garden rooms.
A Crown gazebo is a unique reflection of you, a place where
you can relax, play and entertain in all-year-round comfort,
with dimensions and configurations to suit gardens of all
shapes and sizes.
As with our collection of garden rooms, Crown gazebos
carry the Crown Marque of Excellence which ensures quality
throughout. With a Crown gazebo you won’t need to worry
about deterioration, rot or storm damage; your new gazebo
will remain the smart focal point of your garden, year after
year. A structure where even the fixtures and fittings go way
over and above the industry standards in terms of quality
and longevity.
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Crown Bespoke Design & Build
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Specialists in luxury home
extensions & renovations.
When you need more living space but you don’t want
the expense and upheaval of moving to a new home,
extending or renovating can be the ideal solution.
But if the idea of building work seems daunting,
it’s important to choose the right partner.
At Crown Bespoke Design & Build, we don’t simply
manufacture the world’s finest garden rooms and gazebos;
we also deliver a first-class bespoke design, renovation and
build service. Putting customers at the heart of everything
we do, we approach each project with the same passion,
enthusiasm and attention to detail resulting in a home
renovation or extension that answers your brief perfectly,
with minimal disruption.

TO BOOK A CONSULTATION – CALL 01491 612820
WWW.CROWNBESPOKEDESIGNANDBUILD.COM
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Showrooms

This brochure showcases our beautiful garden rooms collection but of course there is
never any substitute for seeing our outdoor living spaces in person: to feel the comfort
of the cushions, take in the natural scent of the timber, run your hand along the smooth
contours of the carpentry and appreciate the quality of our craftsmanship first-hand.
A selection of the garden rooms in this brochure can be viewed in our showrooms along with
a selection of our other most popular outdoor living spaces, gazebos and accessories.
Experienced staff will also be on hand to answer any questions and talk about our
designs in more detail. Come and meet one of our friendly exerts.

Wickford

Alton Garden Centre, Arterial Road (A127),
Wickford, Essex SS12 9JG

Opening Times

Weekdays and Saturday 9.00am – 6.00pm.
Sunday 10:30am – 4:30pm
Rawreth

Wickford

Rd
don
ven
Ne

A129

Nevendon

Click to book a FREE phone consultation

A127

A130

A1245

A127
A127

Bagshot

Longacres Garden Centre, London Road
Bagshot, Surrey GU19 5JB

Opening Times

Mon–Wed 8.30am – 5.30pm
Thursday 8.30am – 8pm
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Fri–Sat 8.30am – 5.30pm
Sunday 10.30am – 4.30pm

What’s next?

If something in this brochure has caught your eye,
or you simply need more information, then the next
stages of bringing your ideas to life are simple:

Step 1

Contact us by email, phone or visit
our showrooms (please see contact
details overleaf).

Step 2

Step 3

We will talk you through your
requirements and answer any
questions. Next, we will either book
an initial survey at your convenience
or arrange for you to visit our
showrooms. Surveys are charged at
£280 inc VAT to check site suitability.

Once you have decided on the
building and options your require,
we will provide you with drawings of
your building and a full quotation.

Payment Schedule

Step 4

Once everything is agreed and
confirmed we take a deposit and
book an installation date to suit
you. The typical lead time from
deposit to installation is around
6-8 weeks however during busy
periods this can be slightly longer.

TYPICAL PAYMENT SCHEDULE – 20% deposit, 40% eight weeks before installation, 35% five days into the build and 5% on completion and exchange of keys.
(Some payment terms may vary depending on the scope of the project).
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Step 5

One of our project managers will
visit your site to ensure everything
is ready prior to the build.

Step 6

Step 7

On the agreed date our team will
arrive to start construction. A more
exact installation time guide will be
given during the quotation stage.
Visits will be made during the build
from one of our management team
to ensure you are happy with the
progress.

Once our team has completed
the work, we will run through the
product, maintenance guidelines
and show you how everything
works before asking for your
signature to confirm you are
happy with the result.
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Step 8
Sit back and enjoy your new luxury
garden room.
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